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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

This document provides an overview of the main conceptual elements of the Electronic Access to 
Commission Documents (EASE) components and their underlying relationships, which include candidate 
subsystems, components, nodes, connections, data stores, users and external systems. 

 

1.2 Scope 

The scope is limited to the EASE components. Although some external systems are included in the 
document, the purpose of this is to illustrate the relationships between the EASE components and those 
systems. The architecture of those systems is out of the scope of the document. 

 

1.3 Intended Audience 

This document’s intended audience is the IT governance team, the DIGIT data centre, the EASE 
development teams and the DIGIT solution architects. 

 

1.4 Overview of the document 

The Information System Description chapter [§2] provides a high-level view of the Information System. 

The Compliance chapter [§3] describes how the system is compliant with the applicable standards and 
regulations. 

The Architecture Overview chapter [§4] explains the architecture of the EASE eco system. 

The Re-Usable Architectural Assets chapter [§5] lists all the building blocks and re-usable components 
used. 
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2.3 Assumptions and Dependencies 

The current architecture solution proposal assumes the following: 

 That the Compass Corporate platform will be used to leverage the workflow task providers, the 
messaging infrastructure and reusable business-agnostic services. 

 That the MyWorkplace user interface framework may be used for the internal management 
system later. However, that the request management will be a stand-alone application at first. 

 That the public portal will adopt the DG COMM design language based on ECL components in 
alignment with the other Europa pages and information systems. 
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 That the main document repository will be the HAN family of services, but that some 
documents may be stored locally if they are not e-Domec compliant. 

The following components may not be immediately integrated but could be added later based on 
business prioritisation and availability of funds: 

 Translation services (provided by DGT): ePoetry to request official translations of outgoing 
correspondence and eTranslation for automatic translation of incoming correspondence. 

 Decide: in 2022 a project will be initiated to integrate Decide-Consultation/Decision into the 
confirmatory application process for DG/Legal Service consultations and for the adoption of 
confirmatory decisions. 

 

2.4 Information System Requirements and Quality Ranges 

There are three main components for the EASE information system: 

 Request management system (EASE-RMS): request management web interface for Commission 
staff (SG/DG coordinators and case handlers). 

 Public portal (EASE-PP): public-facing web interface hosted on Europa that applicants use to 
search for disclosed documents and manage their applications. 

 APIs (EASE-API): set of interfaces that both the case management application and public portal 
rely on to retrieve and store information on the EASE business domain. 

 

2.4.1 Availability 

Since the portal is a public application, it must be available at any time all year-round. The requirements 
for the request management system are less stringent because the system is required to be available 
during office hours. 

 EASE-RMS: standard availability requirements (Mon.-Fri., 8.00-18.00), with 99% uptime (21h54 
possible downtime / 3 months). 

 EASE-PP: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week throughout the whole year, with 99% uptime (21h54 
possible downtime / 3 months). 

 EASE-API: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week throughout the whole year, with 99% uptime (21h54 
possible downtime / 3 months). 

 

2.4.2 Usability 

As a web application, the public portal component will provide a web UI (User Interface) that adheres to 
usability standards of commonly available browser based application. 
As such: 

 The system will provide natural language search functionalities that will be on par (from a 
semantic perspective) with what nonprofessional users expect from a search engine. 

 The system will adhere accessibility standards put forth by the W3C WAI-ARIA Guidelines1. 
Note that these standards are already baked into the underlying UI frameworks the system will 
build upon; namely DIGIT’s eUI/ECL. 

 Proper user help material or documentation will be made available to the users for 
functionality that are identified as not being intuitive. 

 
Several rounds of usability tests were done on both web application prototypes, targeting specific user 
populations depending on the features that were being tested. The feedback from end-users was 
immediately integrated into the design. 
 

                                                                 

1 https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/aria/ 
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4 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

4.1 Architectural Goals 

All three EASE components will focus solely on the execution of the business logic associated to 
managing access-to-documents and will delegate most cross-cutting issues to corporate building blocks: 

 Document management: EASE will leverage the HAN (Hermes, Ares & NomCom) information 

system via the HRS (Hermes Repository Services) API for document management requirements. 

Externalisation of publicly disclosed documents will be managed via ERS (External Repository 

Services). 

 Workflow: the EASE project has been officially onboarded to the Compass Corporate 

programme and will leverage the Kafka event bus and Compass workflow engine to steer and 

orchestrate the business process during the second phase of the project. In the meantime, it 

will adopt the Camunda process execution engine and will design the business processes to 

guarantee compatibility with the transition from local instances to the Compass workflow-as-a-

service approach. 

 Search: the Europa and Corporate Search Services will be used to index the disclosed 

documents in order to make them easily accessible to both citizens on Europa and case 

handlers in the EASE system. 

 Business intelligence: the Qlik Sense product will implement the reporting and dashboarding 

requirements. 

 Messaging: the Corporate Notification Service will be used to notify internal users of events 

and to send out correspondence to external entities and applicants. 

 Security: for both the internal and external web applications, EU Login will authenticate users. 

The request management system will leverage the UMC system to manage roles and to retrieve 

organisational information from COMREF. 

Integration with Compass Corporate, MyWorkplace, ePoetry and eTranslation will be implemented at 
later date. 

 

4.2 Architecture Decisions 

4.2.1 Architecturally Significant Requirements 

 The API Gateway must be available for extra-muros development to properly test and integrate 
with corporate systems. 

 The HRS API must be adapted to support the creation of publicly available versions of documents 
(project ongoing). 

 

4.2.2 Architectural Constraints 

 The architecture of the request management system must support the integration with the 
Compass Corporate workflow service with minimal friction or additional costs after the move to 
production of the first phase of the project. The local workflow process engine will therefore be 
aligned with the Compass Core product Camunda and the business processes will be reviewed by 
the DIGIT CAMUNDA SUPPORT team. 

 The web applications must use the latest version eUI and ECL (Angular & Typescript) to guarantee a 
smooth transition to MyWorkplace and compliance with DG COMM usability, accessibility and 
design guidelines. 

 The system must be wholly hosted in the DIGIT data centre based on standard service offerings. 
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4.3 Architecture Overview Diagram 

The following diagram illustrates the services that will be solicited by the three main EASE components. 

Context 

 

 

 

Hosting 

This diagram gives an overview of how the components will be deployed in a production environment 
with the required infrastructure solutions (load balancers, reverse proxies, web containers and database 
servers). 
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For the development environments, intra-muros (on Amazon VDI environments) and extra-muros 
developers will leverage the proxying capabilities of the API Gateway to reach internal corporate 
services. 
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Information 
management 

Enterprise Search Link to BB Catalogue  Y Y 

It remains to be seen whether it would be useful to 
contribute the disclosed documents to the enterprise search 
indices 
The Corporate Search Service will be used by the request 
management system to index and search for access to 
documents requests and replies 
The Europa Search service will be used by the public portal 
to index and search for publicly available versions of 
disclosed documents 

MT@EC Link to BB Catalogue  Y Y 

In a second phase the ePoetry and eTranslation services 
could be used to request official translations of outbound 
correspondence and to automatically translate incoming 
requests 

Newsroom Link to BB Catalogue  N 
  

Ref2Link Link to BB Catalogue  N 
  

Notification CNS Link to BB Catalogue  Y Y 
 

User Experience eUI Platform Link to BB Catalogue  Y Y 
eUI for the request management system and ECL for the 
public portal 

Workflow 
Management 

eWorkflow 
(Workflow As A Service) 

Link to BB Catalogue  Y Y 
In a second phase the EASE-API component will be adapted 
to leverage the Compass Corporate workflow service instead 
of its own Camunda services 
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